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About This Game

Chaco War immerses players in the most important war experience in South America on 20th century. Players will have to
make teams to survive the extremely distressing and tough battles. The title offers an uncensored experience, with unique

enemies and different combats: melee attacks with machetes, ambush attacks, Bolivian soldiers with flamethrowers and cunning
hedging strategies. The multiplayer mode has also been improved with new action based on vehicles and tanks of that time.

Face all kinds of tough and tactically advanced enemies who will not stop at anything to defend their homeland, from ambushes
in the hot Chaco grasslands to snipers on Samu'u trees, passing very tough times due to the water shortage. Play as a rookie

young man in his first time in war or as a Bolivian recruit in the "Green Hell".

In demo will be updated with new free missions and we thank you to comment all recommendations. This first-person shooter
will be built by everyone.
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Main Features

Capture of historic forts heavily guarded by the enemy.

Players will have two main weapons (one long and the other short) and a secondary weapon, the machete.

Improve your skills through experience points.

Attack of wild animals: jaguars, crocodiles, snakes, pumas

Find water from anywhere, rain, puddles, ponds, streams, even your own urine or you will die of dehydration.

Each character will have a hydration system to fight against Chaco’s tough conditions, besides their vitality.

The game is entirely a FPS narrated by a war veteran from his human perception and as a soldier on a warlike conflict,
so the artistic feature of the camera direction will be that the scenes will always be focused on the player.

Multilenguage, voices in Spanish-Guaraní and English. Subtitles in Spanish, English and coming soon Portuguese,
German, French, Italian.

Full Compatibility with Xbox 360/ONE and generic Controllers.

VR compatibility (Oculus, HTC Vive) Comming soon.

Multiplayer -Available Now (Latin America)

Featuring a multiplayer system to make the experience more addictive and exciting. Prove your skills as a player and defeat
rivals from across the globe.

Multiplayer modes: Team Deathmatch (Available), Battle Royale (Coming soon).

Human-Soldier (Coming soon)

Even though customizing weapons was an impossible feature for that time, there was a mental and experiential evolution of
soldiers, both military and human. Players can use experience points to become a tenacious warrior and endure the frivolities of

war and the environment as a soldier and as a human being.

Hydration System

The hydration system recreates how crude this war was, forcing the player to find a way to quench their thirst in one of
America's hottest biomes, with water shortages being one more enemy to face. You will have to decide if you drink your own

urine or load your canteen in a puddle facing the almost total absence of water. Dehydration and illnesses from drinking
contaminated water caused countless casualties on both sides.

VR (Coming soon)
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We want it to be a maximum war experience and we plan to include VR in the coming months, using HTC Vive and Oculus.
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Title: CW: Chaco War
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Waraní Studios
Publisher:
Ismael Pozzo, Eduardo Benítez
Release Date: TBA

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bits

Processor: AMD Atlhon II X2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GT 740 GDDR5 or higher

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 30 GB available space

English
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